We prove a t i g h t l o wer bound on the running time of oblivious solutions to k-set agreement. In k-set agreement, processors start with input values from a given set and choose output values from the same set. In every execution, the set of output values must be contained in the set of input values, and the set of output values must have size at most k. A solution is oblivious if it does not make use of processor identities. We analyze this problem in a synchronous model where processors can fail by just stopping. We p r o ve a l o wer bound of bf = k c + 1 rounds of communication for oblivious solutions that tolerate f failures. This shows that there is an inherent trade-o between the running time, the degree of coordination required, and the number of faults tolerated, even in idealized models like ours.
Introduction
Many of the problems that arise when building a responsive system are related to problems in theoretical distributed computing. These problems include coordinating the activities of concurrent processors|both the actions they perform and the resources they use|and resolving the con icts that arise, recovering from the failure of processors and communication links, and coping with uncertainty about the amount of time taken by e v ents like message delivery and processor steps. Given the long history of theoretical work on these problems in distributed computing, it is reasonable to hope that some of the tools and techniques developed there might be useful when building and analyzing responsive systems. For example, over the years, the theory has developed some sophisticated techniques for proving lower bounds on the amount of time or resources needed to solve a problem in a distributed system, and we believe these techniques may be useful when proving lower bounds in responsive systems. In this paper, we illustrate an elegant c o m bination of these techniques FL82, DM90, MT88, Cha91, HS93] by proving a tight l o wer bound on the time needed to solve a processor coordination problem called k-set agreement Cha91] .
The k-set agreement problem is de ned as follows. Each processor in the system starts with an arbitrary input value from a set V , and halts after choosing an output value from V . These output values must satisfy two conditions: each output value must be some processor's input value, and at most k distinct output values are chosen. The rst condition rules out trivial solutions in which a hardwired value v 2 V is chosen by all processors in all executions, and the second condition requires that the processors coordinate their choices in some way. When k = 1, the second condition requires that all processors choose the same output value, so 1-set agreement i s equivalent to the well-known consensus problem LSP82, PSL80, FL82, FLP85, Dol82, Fis83] . The consensus problem demands a high degree of processor coordination, and arises in applications as diverse as on-board aircraft control W + 78], database transaction commit BHG87], and concurrent object design Her88] . Varying the value of k allows us to vary the degree of coordination required.
Before we can prove a n y l o wer bound for k-set agreement in a responsive system, we h a ve t o choose a system model. The purpose of a model is to de ne the set of behaviors that the processors in the system can exhibit. The strategy for proving a lower bound is to show that, in one of these behaviors, the processors run for a long time before solving the problem. Choosing the right system model is di cult, since it is not clear what properties determine whether a system is responsive o r not. Fortunately, there is a popular model in distributed computing that is likely to be a special case of whatever more general model emerges as the de nition of a responsive system. The synchronous model consists of n processors that communicate by sending messages over a completely connected network. The model makes some strong (and possibly unrealistic) assumptions, such as that all processors take steps at the same rate, and that all messages take the same amount of time to be delivered. Communication is considered to be reliable, but up to f processors can fail by stopping in the middle of their protocol.
We prove our lower bound in this synchronous model, and we show that any oblivious protocol for k-set agreement in this model requires bf= k c + 1 rounds of communication in the worst case, assuming n f +k +1 (that is, there are at least k +1 nonfaulty processors). Loosely speaking, an oblivious protocol is one that is oblivious to processor identities, in the sense that two processors receiving the same set of messages will choose the same output value, regardless of their processor ids. This lower bound is tight, since Chaudhuri has already demonstrated a protocol solving k-set agreement i n bf= k c +1 rounds Cha91]. 1 In addition, since consensus is 1-set agreement, this lower bound implies the well-known lower bound of f + 1 rounds for consensus when n f + 2. Our lower bound is intriguing because it shows that there is a smooth and inescapable tradeo between the number f of faults tolerated, the degree k of coordination demanded, and the execution time required.
Our synchronous model is a special case of almost every realistic model of a responsive system we can imagine. Proving lower bounds in this model is a good idea, because any l o wer bound holding in this model also holds in more general models. For example, consider the slightly more realistic partially synchronous model. In this model, the rate at which processors take steps varies between two constants c 1 and c 2 , and message delivery times vary between 0 and d. E v ery behavior possible in the synchronous model corresponds to an orderly, w ell-behaved execution in the partially synchronous model in which all processors take steps every c 1 time units and all messages are delivered in d time units, so the existence of a long execution in the rst model implies the existence of a long execution in the second. In particular, our lower bound of bf= k c + 1 rounds in the synchronous model translates int o a l o wer bound of (bf= k c + 1 ) d time units in the partially synchronous model.
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In the same paper, she also proves the matching lower bound of bf = k c + 1 rounds for k-set agreement, but for a m uch more restricted class of protocols. In particular, a protocol's decision function can depend only on vectors giving partial information about which processors started with which initial values, but can not depend on processor identities or message histories.
The problem with this kind of translation is that the translated lower bound may n o t b e as tight as possible. For example, the well-known f + 1 round lower bound for consensus in the synchronous model translates into a lower bound of (f +1 ) d time units in the partially synchronous model. On the other hand, Attiya et al. ADLS93 ] have p r o ven a lower bound of (f ; 1)d + Cd, where C = c 2 =c 1 , and this is better than the translated lower bound when C > 2. We think that proving lower bounds for k-set agreement in this partially synchronous model is important. Either the techniques in ADLS93] can be used to translate our lower bound for k-set agreement i n to this model, or new techniques will be required. In either case, we will better understand how to reason about responsive systems. Good lower bounds in this model remain for future work.
Overview
In this section, we g i v e an informal overview of our lower bound proof for k-set agreement. Suppose P is a protocol solving k-set agreement i n r rounds, and tolerating the failure of f out of n processors. Our goal is to consider the global states that occur at time r in executions of P , and to show that in one of these states there are k + 1 processors that have c hosen k + 1 distinct values, violating k-set agreement. Our strategy is to consider the local states of processors that occur at time r in executions of P , and to investigate the combinations of these local states that occur in global states. This investigation depends on constructing a geometric object, and in this section we use a simpli ed version of this object to illustrate the general ideas in the proof. These ideas include ideas due to Chaudhuri Cha91 We begin by constructing a k-dimensional simplex in k-dimensional Euclidean space Cha93, HS93]. A simplex is just the natural generalization of a triangle to k dimensions: for example, a 1-dimensional simplex is an edge, a 2-dimensional simplex is a triangle, and a 3-dimensional simplex is a tetrahedron. We jokingly refer to this simplex as the Bermuda Triangle B, since all fast protocols vanish somewhere in its interior. The simplex contains a number of grid points, which are the points in Euclidean space with integer coordinates. We triangulate this simplex with respect to these grid points via a collection of smaller k-dimensional simplexes. We then label each grid point with a local state in such a w ay that for each simplex T in the triangulation there is a global state g consistent with the local states labeling the simplex: for each local state s labeling a corner of T , there is a nonfaulty processor p with local state s in g.
A simpli ed Bermuda Triangle B is illustrated in Figure 1 , assuming P is a protocol for 5 processors solving 2-set agreement in 1 round. Given 3 distinct input values a b c, w e write bb?aa to denote the local state of a processor p at the end of a round in which the rst two processors have input value b and send messages to p, the middle processor fails to send a message to p, and the last two processors have input value a and send messages to p. W e label the points of B with local states as shown in This labeling of local states has the following property. In the local state on a corner of B, each processor starts with the same input value, so any processor with this local state at the end of P must choose this value. In a local state on an edge of B, e a c h processor starts with one of the two input values labeling the ends of the edge, so any processor with this local state at the end of P must choose one of these two v alues. Similarly, in a local state in the interior of B, a n y processor with this local state at the end of P must choose one of the three values labeling the corners of B. Now let us \color" each grid point with the output value that P has a processor choose when its local state is the state labeling the grid point. This coloring of B has the property that the color of each of the corners is determined uniquely, the color of each p o i n t o n a n e d g e b e t ween two c o r n e r s is forced to be the color of one of the corners, and the color of each i n terior point can be the color of any corner. Colorings with this property are called Sperner colorings, and have been studied extensively in the eld of algebraic topology. A t this point, we exploit a remarkable combinatorial result rst proved in 1928: Sperner's Lemma Spa66, p.151] states that any Sperner coloring of any triangulated k-dimensional simplex must include at least one simplex whose corners are colored with all k +1 colors. In our case, however, this simplex corresponds to a global state in which k +1 processors choose k + 1 distinct values, which c o n tradicts the de nition of k-set agreement. Thus, in the case illustrated above, there is no protocol for 2-set agreement halting in 1 round.
The technical challenge in this paper is labeling the grid points of B with local states when the protocol P runs for more than a single round. Our approach consists of three steps. First, we l a b e l points on the edges of B with global states. For example, consider the edge between the corner where all processors start with input value a and the corner where all processors start with b. W e construct a long sequence of global states that begins with a global state in which all processors start with a, ends with a global state in which all processors start with b, and in between systematically changes input values from a to b. These changes are made so gradually, h o wever, that for any two adjacent global states in the sequence, at most one processor can distinguish them. Second, we then label each remaining point b y c o m bining global states on the edges. Finally, w e project each global state onto the local state of an arbitrarily chosen nonfaulty processor, completing the labeling of B. In the remainder of the paper, we de ne k-set consensus and our model more precisely, describe the construction above in more detail, and discuss generalizing our lower bound to other models.
The Problem
In this section, we de ne the k-set agreement problem, de ne our model of computation, and de ne a compact representation of global and local states.
k-Set Agreement
The k-set agreement problem Cha91] is de ned as follows. We assume that each processor p i has two private registers in its local state, a read-only input register and a write-only output register. Initially, p i 's input register contains an arbitrary input value v i from a set V containing at least k+1 values, and its output register is empty. A protocol solves the problem if it causes each processor to halt after writing an output value to its output register in such a w ay that (1) every processor's output value is some processor's input value, and (2) the set of output values chosen has size at most k.
Model
We use a synchronous, message-passing model with processor stopping failures. The system consists of n processors, p 1 : : : p n . Processors share a global clock that starts at 0 and advances in increments of 1. Computation proceeds in a sequence of rounds, with round r lasting from time r;1 to time r. Computation in a round consists of three phases: rst each processor p sends messages to some of the processors in the system, possibly including itself, then it receives the messages sent to it during the round, and nally it performs some local computation and changes state. We assume that the communication network is totally connected: every processor is able to send distinct messages to every other processor in every round. We also assume that communication is reliable (although processors can fail): if p sends a message to q in round r, then the message is delivered to q in round r.
Processors follow a deterministic protocol that determines what messages a processor should send and what output a processor should generate. A protocol has two components: a message component that maps a processor's local state to the list of messages it should send in the next round, and an output component that maps a processor's local state to the output value (if any) that it should choose. Processors can be faulty, h o wever, and any processor p can simply stop at any time r. In this case, processor p follows its protocol and sends all messages the protocol requires in rounds 1 through r ; 1, sends some subset of the messages it is required to send in round r, a n d sends no messages in rounds after r. W e s a y that p is silent from round r if p sends no messages in round r or later.
A full-information protocol is one in which e v ery processor broadcasts its entire local state to every processor, including itself, in every round. For simplicity, and without loss of generality, we restrict attention to full-information protocols. Thus, in an r round full-information protocol, processors exchange their local states for r rounds and then simultaneously apply their output functions to their local states to choose an output value. We need one more technical restriction. An r-round full-information protocol is said to be oblivious if the output component applied to processor states occurring after r rounds is a function of just the list of messages a processor p receives in the rth round, independent o f p's processor id. We assume that our protocols are oblivious, but more recent results have r e m o ved this restriction CHLT93].
Communication Graphs
We end this section with a compact way to represent an execution of a full-information protocol P called a communication graph MT88] . The communication graph G for an r-round execution of P is a two-colored graph. The vertices form an n r grid, with processor names 1 through n labeling the vertical axis and times 0 through r labeling the horizontal axis. The node representing processor p at time i is labeled with the pair hp ii. G i v en any pair of processors p and q and any round i, there is an edge between hp i ; 1i and hq ii whose color determines whether p successfully sends a message to q in round i: the edge is green if p succeeds, and red otherwise. In addition, each n o d e hp 0i is labeled with p's input value. Figure 2 illustrates a three round communication graph in this gure, only green edges are indicated.
In the stopping failure model, a processor is silent in all rounds following the round in which i t stops. This means that all communication graphs representing executions in this model have the consistency property that if there is a red edge from hp i ; 1i to hq ii, then all edges leaving nodes of the form hp ji, j i + 1, are also red. We assume that all communication graphs in this paper have this property, and we note that every r-round graph with this property corresponds to an r-round execution of P .
Since a communication graph G describes an execution of P , it also determines the global state at the end of P , s o w e sometimes refer to G as a global communication graph. In addition, for each processor p, there is a subgraph of G that corresponds to the local state of p at the end of P , and we refer to this subgraph as a local communication graph. I f G is an r-round graph, the local communication graph for p is the is the subgraph G(p) c o n taining all the information visible to p. Namely, G(p) consists of the node hp ri and all earlier nodes reachable from hp ri by a sequence (directed backwards in time) of green edges followed by at most one red edge. In the remainder of this paper, we use graphs to represent states, and the word \graph" should be substituted for the word \state" wherever we used \state" in the informal overview of Section 2.
If G is an r-round communication graph, then the output produced by process p in the corresponding execution can be represented as a function of the local communication graph of p at time r. In an oblivious protocol, this output is actually a function of a reduced form of the local communication graph, with the processor label hp ri removed from the nal node hp ri.
The Bermuda Triangle
We n o w de ne the Bermuda Triangle B, which is the heart of our proof. For the rest of this paper, suppose there exists a protocol P solving k-set agreement i n r rounds and tolerating the failure of f out of n processors, and suppose n f + k + 1 a n d rk f (which implies r b f = k c). We will use the Bermuda Triangle to prove that there exists an execution of P in which k + 1 processors choose k + 1 distinct values, violating the de nition of k-set agreement.
We de ne the Bermuda Triangle B in three steps. First we describe the structure of the triangle (really, a k-dimensional simplex), and its triangulation into smaller simplexes. The Bermuda Triangle B is triangulated with respect to its points by a collection of smaller k-dimensional simplexes whose corners are points of B. W e sometimes refer to them as primitive simplexes to distinguish them from the simplex B itself. Speaking informally, these primitive simplexes are de ned as follows: pick a n y p o i n t o f B and walk one step in the positive direction along each dimension. The set of k + 1 points visited by this walk are the corners of the simplex, and the triangulation consists of all simplexes determined by s u c h w alks. This is known as Kuhn's triangulation Cha93].
We In each case, since p and q are silent from the moment of the change, no other processor can detect the change. We n o w de ne a sequence v] of graph operations that can be applied to a failure-free graph G, resulting in another failure-free graph G v] Next we describe how to label points in B with communication graphs. For simplicity, a n d without loss of generality, l e t 0 : : : k be the set of k + 1 distinct input values. Informally, w e will use the operations in 1] : : : k] along the respective dimensions 1 : : : k in B, and \merge" the results from di erent dimensions.
More formally, w e de ne the merge of a collection H 1 : : : H k of r-round communication graphs as follows: rst, an edge e is colored red if it is red in any of the graphs H 1 : : : H k , and green otherwise and second, an initial node hp 0i is labeled with the maximum i such that hp 0i is labeled with i in H i , (or 0 if no such i exists). The rst condition says that a message is missing in the merged graph if it is missing in any of the communication graphs. To understand the second condition, study Figure 1 and notice that if we m o ve along any line in the jth dimension, then processor input values are being changed from j ; 1 t o j. I f w e c hoose a grid point x in B and move from the origin to x by m o ving along each dimension in turn, then the second condition is just a compact way of identifying the last dimension in which a processor's input value is changed, and hence identifying the processor's nal input value.
Now let x = ( x 1 : : : x k ) be an arbitrary point o f B. F or each v alue i, l e t F i be the failure-free communication graph in which all processors have input i. F or each coordinate j, let j be the pre x of j] consisting of the rst x j operations, and let H j be the result of applying j to F j;1 . In H j , some subset p 1 : : : p i of the processors have had their inputs changed from j ; 1 t o j. The graph G labeling x is de ned to be the merge of H 1 : : : H k . It turns out that G satis es the consistency property required by the de nition of a communication graph, and so it is actually a communication graph. We can also show that, for any set of communication graphs G 0 : : : G k labeling a primitive simplex in B, the set of processors that fail in any graph G i is of size no greater than kr, which is no greater than f . Now w e de ne the assignment of reduced local communication graphs to points in B. Suppose that x is any p o i n t i n B, and that x is labeled with global communication graph G. L e t p be any nonfaulty processor in G, and let L be the reduced local communication graph of p in G. Then L will be the reduced local communication graph associated with x. W e can show that the local graphs labeling a simplex are guaranteed to be consistent with some global communication graph with no more than f failures:
Lemma 3: Let L 0 : : : L k be the reduced local communication graphs labeling a simplex. Then there are distinct processors q 0 : : : q k and a communication graph G with at most f faulty processors, in which a l l t h e q i are nonfaulty and each q i has reduced local communication graph L i .
The Lower Bound
We n o w state Sperner's Lemma Spa66, p.151], and use it to prove our lower bound on the number of rounds required to solve k-set agreement.
Remember that a k-dimensional simplex S (like the Bermuda Triangle) is determined by k + 1 grid points called corners, and an`-dimensional face F of this simplex is an`-dimensional simplex determined by`+ 1 corners of S. Both the simplex S and the face F contain some set of grid points called the points of S and F . The simplex S is triangulated with respect to its points via a collection of primitive simplexes as de ned earlier. We note that these primitive simplexes partition the space de ned by S, and that if a point i s c o n tained in a primitive simplex, then it is a corner of that simplex.
A Sperner coloring of a k-simplex S is a coloring of the points of S using k + 1 colors such that each corner of S is colored with a distinct color, and the color of every point c o n tained in a face F of S is the color of a corner of F . Sperner's Lemma says that Sperner colorings have a remarkable property:
Lemma 4 (Sperner's Lemma): Given a Sperner Coloring of a k-simplex S and a triangulation of S with respect to its points into primitive k-simplexes, there is a primitive k-simplex whose k +1 corners are colored with k + 1 distinct colors. Now consider the protocol P and the corresponding Bermuda Triangle B de ned in the previous section, and de ne a coloring C P of B as follows. If L is the reduced local communication graph labeling a point x, then color x with the value v that the assumed protocol P causes any processor to choose when L is its reduced local communication graph. Since P is an oblivious protocol, this coloring C P is well-de ned. Now w e can show that C P is a Sperner coloring of B, and we can apply Sperner's Lemma and nd a global communication graph in which k + 1 processors choose k + 1 distinct values, contradicting the fact that P solves k-set agreement:
Theorem 5: If n f + k + 1, then no oblivious protocol for k-set agreement can halt in fewer than bf= k c + 1 rounds. Proof: As above, suppose P is an oblivious protocol for k-set agreement tolerating f faults and halting in r b f = k c rounds. Let B be the Bermuda Triangle constructed as above, and C P the coloring of B derived from P . Since C P is a Sperner coloring of B, Sperner's Lemma 4 implies that there is a primitive simplex S in B is the upper bound on message delivery time, and C is the ratio between the fastest and slowest processor step times c 1 and c 2 . W e hope that their proof technique will help us to generalize our lower bound of bf= k c + 1 rounds for k-set agreement in the synchronous model to something like (bf= k c;1)d+Cdtime units in the partially synchronous model, so we end this paper with a sketch of their proof.
Consider the consensus problem in which f0 1g is the set of input values, and suppose P is a protocol for consensus that halts in time less than (f ; 1)d + Cd. G i v en a nite execution of P , a fast, failure-free extension of is one in which all processors run using the fastest step time c 1 and no additional processors fail. The execution is v-valent if v is the output value in every fast, failure-free extension of , in which case v is the valence of . The execution is univalent if it is v-valent for some v, a n d bivalent otherwise.
The key idea in the proof is the notion of \retiming" executions|taking one execution with processors running at one speed and transforming it into another execution with processors running at another speed|and this idea is captured within a single key lemma. Let 0 and 1 be two executions of length t (f ; 1)d, and suppose that a total of at most f ; 1 processors fail in the two executions, and that p is the only processor with di erent views in the two executions. The lemma states that if 0 and 1 are both univalent, then they have the same valence. To see this, suppose 0 and 1 are 0-and 1-valent, respectively. Extend both executions by failing all the processors that failed in either 0 and 1 , plus the one processor to which the executions appear di erent. Allow the remaining processors to take steps using the slowest step time c 2 . B y the de nition of consensus and the execution time of P , within an additional time less than Cd, both extensions must yield outputs. Furthermore, these outputs must be identical without loss of generality, suppose the outputs are 0. Now modify the extension of 1 to get a contradiction to the 1-valence assumption. Namely, shrink the slow extension so that all processors run using the fastest step time c 1 this means that the extension takes time less than d. Also, instead of failing any new processors in the extension, keep them alive but allow their messages to take the maximum delivery time d. This means that they will not arrive in time to cause any c hange in the output value 0. It follows that 0 results from a fast failure-free extension of 1 , which contradicts the 1-valence of 1 , and the lemma follows.
This lemma is applied twice to prove t h e l o wer bound. First, we p r o ve that there is a bivalent execution of length at least (f ; 1)d in which a t m o s t f ; 1 processors fail. If not, then all such executions are univalent, and we can use techniques like the ones in this paper and in FL82] t o prove the existence of 0-and 1-valent executions 0 and 1 satisfying the hypothesis of the key lemma but the key lemma says that they must have the same valence, which i s a c o n tradiction. Second, given the existence of a bivalent execution , there must be a \maximal" bivalent execution that has no bivalent extension. Using the assumption that all extensions of terminate in an additional Cdtime, there are two extensions of of the same length, one 0-valent and the other 1-valent, and again we can use techniques like the ones in this paper and FL82] t o p r o ve the existence of 0-and 1-valent extensions that are nearly identical. The resulting pair of executions satisfy the hypothesis of the key lemma, so they must have the same valence, which i s a c o n tradiction.
This retiming technique is interesting because it exploits the need to time out failed messages| the need for a processor to wait up to Cd time to ensure itself that d time has actually passed, and hence ensure itself that an expected but undelivered message will never arrive|which is the primary di culty of programming in this model. We believe this technique will be helpful in the case of k-set agreement, but we h a ve been unsuccessful so far, and this remains for future work.
